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INTERIOR
BLINDS

CONVENIENT PROTECTION
AGAINST LIGHT AND HEAT
INDIVIDUALLY
CONTROLLED COMFORT

PLEASANT LIGHT, GOOD MOOD

ATMOSPHERE AND
COMFORT THANKS TO
INDIVIDUALLY
DOSED DAYLIGHT.

Interior shadings from HELLA are nice,
flexible and effective.

Interior roller blinds, interior venetian
blinds, pleated blinds and vertical
blinds offer a wide range of creative
options to adapt the light and indoor
climate in living and working rooms to
the needs of the user.

INTERIOR ROLLER
BLINDS DESIGN MADE TO ORDER
Roller blind 11/12/13

min. width [mm]

max. width [mm]

max. height [mm]

max. surface [m2]

Trevira Light, Screen, Sun, Umbra, Lumina, Mora, Sergi

400

2500

3000

7.5

Blackout 2, SOLTIS 99

400

2000

3000

6

SOLTIS 86/92

400

2000

2000

4

Anti-glare foil

400

1500

2500

2.5

min. width [mm]

max. width [mm]

max. height [mm]

max. surface [m2]

Trevira Light, Screen, Sun, Umbra

400

2000

2000

4

Blackout 2, SOLTIS 86/92/99

400

2000

2000

2.5

Roller blind 101/106/131/136

min. width [mm]

max. width [mm]

max. height [mm]

max. surface [m2]

Trevira Light, Screen, Sun, Umbra, Lumina, Mora, Sergi

400 (550) **

4000

4000

16

Blackout 2

400 (550) **

2000

3000

6

SOLTIS 86/92/99

400 (550) **

3000

3000
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min. width [mm]

max. width [mm]

max. height [mm]

max. surface [m2]

Trevira Light, Blackout

500

2000

2200

2.5

Anti-glare foil

500

1500

2500

2.5

SOLTIS 86/92/99, Sun

500

2000

2000

2.5

Umbra

500

2000

2500

2.5

Roller blind 31/32/33

Anti-glare blind BS99

** minimum width with motor drive (type 106 and type 136)
Alternative fabrics upon request!
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Interior roller blinds

≥ 600 mm

HELLA's interior roller blinds are functional design elements of modern interior decoration, flexible, handy and nice. Careful workmanship down to the last
detail, high-quality fabrics that can perfectly be used in any combination and a
smart operation meet the highest demands on design and comfort. No wrinkling,
the fabric rolls up and unrolls perfectly, can be operated manually or electrically,
with programmable remote control, if desired. Interior roller blinds provide shade
and help to regulate the indoor climate even beneath slanted roofs or in conservatories. In slanted roofs they can only be operated via operating handles.

>6 kg

Type 11/12/13*
Lateral pull roller blind
available with base profile,
round or square cassette

* Fabricated in accordance with the standard
for children's safety
EN 13120:2009+A1:2014 applicable for
units with cord and chain operation.

Type 31/32/33
Skylight roller blind with operating
handle, available with base profile,
round or square cassette

freely suspended roller blind,
also optionally available with
wire tensioning or rail guiding

Type 101/106/131/136*
Large roller blind,
available with base profile
or square cassette

BENEFITS
Your HELLA benefits for this product:
 View and glare protection
 High-quality construction elements guarantee a long lifespan and convenient operation
 Design of display work stations conforming to standard EN 14501
for visual comfort/glare protection and EN 12464 for work station lighting.

GLARE PROTECTION

Type BS99
Anti-glare blind with cassette
and guide rail

Monitors are an ever-present part of our lives,
from smartphones to tablets to PC and TV screens.
Reflections and light reflexes do not only disturb
your work, but also in day-to-day life. Good glare
protection is therefore more important for the
protection of the eyes, concentrated work and

comfortably watching TV or communicating via
the internet then ever. Therefore, HELLA offers a
special anti-glare blind in its product range. It is
efficient, looks nice and is available in different
fabric variants.
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INTERIOR VENETIAN
BLINDS THE IDEAL LIGHT

BENEFITS

Interior venetian blinds control and dose the incoming daylight in a
convenient way. As functional elements of the interior decoration they
create individual comfort and help to control the room temperature. HELLA
offers a wide range of interior venetian blinds, perfectly combinable with
other shading variants.
Model

min. width [mm]

max. width [mm]

max. height [mm]

max. surface [m2]

Complete height
<2000

Complete height
>2001

JI 25 ISOLINE chain drive

320

390

2000

2500

2.5

JI 25 ISOLINE motor drive

590

730

3000

3500

4

JI 25 ISOLINE motor drive with radio

710

980

3000

3500

4

JI 25 chain drive, chain exit at the front

430

480

3000

3500

4

JI 25 chain drive, lateral chain exit

310

390

3000

3500

4

JI 25 pull cord, cord exit at the front

300

300

2100

3000

3

JI 25 operating handle

430

480

3000

3500

4

JI 25 coupled window venetian blind
pull cord

240

240

1500

3000

3
2.7

JVF 25 chain drive

255

335

3000

3500

JVF 25 motor drive *

465/505 **

585/625 **

3000

3500

4

JVF 25 motor drive with radio *

650/690 **

720/760 **

3000

3500

4

ISOLINE JI 25 with cover plate (freely suspended or cable guided)
* Different minimum widths and designs upon request
** min. width with wire tensioning
Models 35 mm not shown here are available upon request!
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Your HELLA benefits for this product:
 View and glare protection
 Combination of heat protection and view
 Different operating variants

Interior venetian blinds

Optimal control of the sunlight creates a comfortable atmosphere in the room.

TYPES OF OPERATION

Motor drive
Electric driven

Chain drive front *
Control and tilting of slats
via chain drive, chain exit at the front

Pull cord *
Tilting of the slats
via tilt control rod

Lateral chain drive *
Control and tilting of slats
via chain drive, lateral chain exit

>6 kg

BLIND JI 25

Lateral chain drive *
Model ISOLINE (with cover plate)
Control and tilting of slats
via chain drive, lateral chain exit

* Fabricated in accordance with the standard
for children's safety
EN 13120:2009+A1:2014 applicable
for units with cord and chain operation.

HELLA | INTERIOR BLINDS
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BENEFITS
Your HELLA benefits for this product:
 Protection from unwanted glances
 Reducing the brightness up to blacking out
 Heat protection and support in saving energy
 Improved room acoustics
(especially as honeycomb pleated blind)

PLEATED BLINDS
ALWAYS IN SHAPE
TYPES OF OPERATION

Because they have pleats, they are called pleated blinds. And because you
can make them very small, pleated blinds are ideal as a protective device
against the sun and to ensure privacy in areas with limited space as well as
for special shapes.

>6 kg

Motor drive

Handle operated

Pull cord *

Chain drive*

* Manufactured in accordance with the standard for children's safety EN 13120:2009+A1:2014 applicable for units with cord and chain operation.
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Pleated blinds

THE SUITABLE SHAPE FOR EVERY WINDOW
Handle operated

Type 1400
Standard braced

Type 1415
Standard Duo

Type 1420
Day & Night braced

Type 1450
Slope braced

Cord operated

Type 1105
with pendulum safety device

Type 1125
Day & Night
with pendulum safety device

Type 1150
Slope

For skylights

Type 2400
Standard braced

Type 2402
Standard with tensioning profile

Fixed elements

Type 1080
Round quadrant

Type 2415
Duo with tensioning profiles

Motor drive

Type 1300
Motor drive freely suspended

Models not shown here and special forms are available upon request!

Type

min. width [mm]

max. width [mm]

max. height [mm]

1400/1415/1420 up to max. width 1100 mm

200

1100

2200

1400/1415/1420 up to max. width 1500 mm

200

1500

1500

1450 up to 30°

300

2200

3000

1450 up to 60°

300

2000

3000

1100/1105/1125

300

2200

2600

1150 up to 30°

500

2200

3000

1150 up to 60°

500

2000

3000

2400/2402 up to max. width 1000 mm

200

1000

2200

2400/2402 up to max. width 1500 mm

200

1500

1500

2415 up to max. width 1000 mm

200

1000

2200

2415 up to max. width 1500 mm

200

1500

1500

1080

200

1500

750

1300

700

2200

2600

Information for further designs available upon request!
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VERTICAL BLINDS
SO VERY HANDY

Vertical blinds are more enchanting than any other shading type due to
a subtle play with daylight that can change a room within seconds. The
angle of the tapes, how they overlap, open or close – all that reveals the magic
of the light as a design instrument and basic element for our well-being in
living and working rooms.
Even with this elegant type of interior shading HELLA offers a wide range
of variants and installation solutions. Upmarket fabrics, perfect guiding and
convenient control of the slats turn these vertical blinds into defining stylistic elements of sophisticated interior decoration.

Standard unit
(Fig. Type 10)
with freely suspended slats *

Unit guided
at the top and the bottom
(Fig. Type 60) with spring-tensioned
slats between 2 rails

Horizontally bent unit
(Fig. Type 80)
with freely suspended slats *

Two individually movable blinds *
(Fig. Type 13)

>6 kg

Slope unit (Fig. Type 41)
illustration: low side on the right
with freely suspended slats *
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vertically bent unit
(Fig. Type 90)
with freely suspended slats *

horizontally mounted ceiling unit
(Fig. Type 25) with spring-tensioned
slats between two rails

* Fabricated in accordance with the
standard for children's safety
EN 13120:2009+A1:2014
applicable for units with cord and
chain operation.

Vertical blinds

BENEFITS
Your HELLA benefits for this product:
 Creates optically more space by emphasizing the vertical line
 Sun protection
 Light control and brightness due to stray light
 Various shapes
 Shading of large surfaces possible

TYPES OF OPERATION

Motor drive 230 Volt
optionally available with integrated
RTS radio receiver

Chain-/cord operation *

Chain-/cord operation *
with cord brake

Endless cord gear *

Limit sizes
Model, Type

Type of
operation

min. width [mm]

max. width [mm]

min. height [mm]

max. height
[mm]

max. surface
[m²]

Standard units
Types 10, 11, 12, 13

K/S, M (E)

350 (350)

7000 (4500)

500 (500)

5000 (5000)

35 (22.5)

Counter tension units
Type 20

K/S, M

350

4000

500

5000

20

Counter tension units
Type 25

K/S, M

350

4500

500

2000

9

Slope units
Types 40, 41, 60, 61

K/S, M

350

7000

500

5000

35

Bent unit types
80, 81, 82, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94

K/S, M

350

5600

500

5000

28

K/S
M
E

Chain drive/pull cord
Motor drive
Endless cord gear
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ELEMENT
DARKENING
DAY TURNS
INTO NIGHT

HELLA is specialized in the individual dosing of daylight. Sometimes,
however, darkness is required. Whether full moon or neon signs light up the
night or the conference room is to be turned into a cinema hall within minutes – we blackout any room. Even slanted windows are not spared.

Limit sizes
Model, Type
EV

Type of
operation

min. width
[mm]

max. width
[mm]

min. height
[mm]

max. height
[mm]

max. surface
[m²]

Motor drive

550

2500

500

2500

6

Crank handle drive

500

2500

500

2500

6

-

4000

500

2500

12

Motor drive

550

3500

500

4000

8

Crank handle drive

500

3500

500

4000

8

Motor drive

800

2000

500

2500

5

Linkage
EV-T
EV-GZ
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Interior blinds

TYPES OF OPERATION
Motor drive

Crank handle drive

102

142

142

102

102

102

© by Somfy SAS

EV

Blackout element
Installation in the interior of the room directly
on the window frame or laterally in the recess.
Box size: 102x102 mm

EV-T

Blackout element with
reinforced fabric
Installation in the interior of the room directly
on the window frame or laterally in the recess.
Stable cover with welded pockets for the
reinforcing profiles.
Box size: 139x139 mm

EV-GZ

Blackout element with counter tension
Suitable as blind for inclined
and horizontal openings
(domelights, skylights, ...)
Box size: 102x102 mm

HELLA | INTERIOR BLINDS
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SUSTAIN
The principle is not new. Box-type windows of former generations
used air cushions as climate buffers. Modern sun protection
perfected this principle. Like an additional pane, these products
create a climate zone that blocks both heat and cold. Roller
blinds, pleated blinds and their sort thus reduce the energy demand. This saves money, protects the environment and improves
the indoor climate. For sure a good feeling.

SAVING ENERGY
Sun protection is an effective "climate buffer".

Don't throw your money down the drain!
Protect the environment and feel comfortable.

NABLE

The long-established company HELLA

is one of the leading European manufacturers of sun and weather
protection systems and stands for functional innovations, visionary
design and maximum customer benefit. The world of sun and weather
protection is constantly changing due to numerous patented developments.

From the first venetian blind that was produced in East Tyrol in 1959
to the high-tech control devices for the intelligent house of the future,
we are driven by only one desire: To develop something really good. Since
then the brand HELLA convinces with innovative strength and a large
variety of products – all of top quality and perfect function. Today, HELLA
is an internationally significant initiator for the development of sustainable
systems for sun and weather protection. Whether for a single-family home
or a large project – we are always close to our customers.
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HELLA is always an original - innovative and made-to-last.

HELLA has created new standards through
ground-breaking technologies. Our products have
the quality of the original product. They are sophisticated and sustainable and produced in modern,
environmentally friendly plants.

PARTNERSHIP WITH
RELIABILITY

Your HELLA benefits







Perfect support due to many specialist shops and selected retail partners
High-quality expert advice from qualified sales assistants
Best price-performance ratio
Service provided by trained technicians
Comprehensive guarantees
Finest product quality due to development
and production at our own premises
 Ecologically oriented quality with maximisation of energy savings
 Successful since 1959
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HELLA
Interior blinds

www.hella.info
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